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“Suffering threatens us from three sides: from our own body, which, being doomed to decay and 
dissolution, cannot dispense with pain and anxiety as warning signals; from the external world, 

which can unleash overwhelming, implacable, destructive forces against us; and finally from our 
relations with others.” 

 
Sigmund Freud 
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Thomas 

 

 

It rained all summer and when the rain finally stopped butterflies came out in there 

hundreds, as though they had been waiting to appear and then they came all 
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brightly coloured like paper things caught in the breeze.  The bees hummed 

between the flowers too.   

 We found a dead dog by the stream and Byron poked it with a stick.  It 

smelt like old eggs.  When Byron poked it its stomach shrank a little like a burst 

balloon and the dog seemed to breath out through its dried mouth.  It had no eyes 

but flies there instead, after that we made a den in the forest and Byron made me 

pretend to sleep on the needles.  He patrolled the trees about the den and I slept 

with one eye open watching him through the pine branches passing back and forth.  

When he got bored he just left and I came out and followed him.  He ran on ahead 

and I called after him.  The pinesap smelt strong and my fingers stuck to 

everything.  I kept grabbing Byron’s arm and my fingers stuck to him but he just 

went on.          

 May was playing on the grass when we got back and Byron sat with her.  

When I sat down he shouted at me and I ran away.  When I told mother she made 

me wash the sap from my fingers and scolded me for playing in the forest.  She said 

my clothes were dirty and that I ought to know better.  My hands were red like 

boiled ham and I watched Byron and May play as she scrubbed my fingers.  She 

smelled of bleach and her hands were raw.  My eyes stung a little and I cried.  The 

catmint swayed and the butterflies swayed but I cried and mother sent me to my 
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room.  I could hear Byron and May playing and the birds suddenly stopped singing.  

A dog barked somewhere and then I heard nothing I felt it going black and then it 

stayed black.  

 

 

Byron 

 

 

Thomas would always mither me in the summer.  He would follow me round like a 

puppy.  Mother used to say “watch him now, he needs help”.  But he always 

seemed fine in the daytime.  When the rains came the soil reeked of both life and 

decay.  Thomas often just watched me, following, always a little behind.  He never 

would speak but would always just watch.  He never thought of games but would 

just stand there insouciant, vacant.  His eyes wide and white as bone china.  He 

always just watched he hardly seemed to blink.  I had to tell him what to do in any 

games.   

 In the summer the bees would dance amongst the flower heads and the 

butterflies flit between them too and Thomas standing watching.  So much rain that 

year and when it left the insects came alive in a flurry of activity.   
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 We found a dead dog and Thomas watched me prick its distended stomach 

and gases escaped and he just watched.  When he would stand there in silence I 

would hate him.  His silence seemed to me to echo out from him, a thoughtlessness 

that seemed to emanate from him and hang hollow in that stuffy air.  His breathing 

bothered me.  The wheezing, the laboured phlegmatic breaths, unclean, germ 

ridden and horrific.  In the darkness beneath my covers, I could hear it.  His 

rheumy breath hanging in semi permanence between us, hanging within that 

invisible effluvial blackness like the darkness itself held the disease within it.  Each 

night in sleeplessness, each night he struggled and I struggled with him, each death 

defying inhalation, each phlegmy glottal stutter producing within me fear profound 

and incomprehensible, a reminder made real, horrific in ways I didn’t understand, 

each morbid inhalation like a palpable defiance of the will of time and nature.   

 May always slept next door in the smaller room.  Each night I would 

abandon him there, to his own fragility to hang in that half lit void finite and 

ethereal.  Each night, May welcomed me into her bed.  She always welcomed me, 

singing and calming my hair.  My body drenched and clammy my clothes wet, our 

tiny bodies twins again beneath the bedclothes, foetal together, close like two in 

one, brother and sister.  Thomas alone.  In the darkness of his room, immured 

within his own illness with only mother to help him but even she grew tired of it, I 
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know this.  Even she grew tired.  May and I would lie together and a little hope 

would spark and fade deep in a place within us, we both would feel it pulse in the 

darkness but we never allowed it to take hold, we never truly allowed it to spread.  

But it was there and real and evil and with each cough it would spark again, 

sparking and shrinking as though it might catch, like a pulsar in some dark region of 

space constant permanent and inescapable, a hatred born of fear.  But now I know 

that one emotion has many facets, now I know that that feeling had many aspects.  

Not a point of light but a diamond embedded within my mind.  Each side revealing 

a further aspect.  Guilt, fear, relief, horror.  Guilt, fear, relief, horror, hatred.  Guilt, 

fear, relief, horror, hatred, love.  Love.  

 

 

Byron 

 

 

Thomas always watched me he never wanted to play anything he just wanted to 

stand with me.  If I asked him to play with me he would just watch and then if I 

wanted him to join in he would just blink and stare.  He would always breath funny 

too.  He would always breath all strange and if I wanted to run he would always run 
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after me wheezing.  It was always the worst in the summer when the farmers were 

bringing in the hay, or when it was cold.  He always watched and wheezed. 

 It was in the night-time that it was the worst.  He would wheeze and cough 

and I would have to listen.  I kept thinking that he might stop, but if he stopped he 

might die.  His breathing always sounded rattley and like snoring.  I could never 

sleep.  I used to sleep with May.  Mother would always run into the room and I 

would always run out.  She would always smell of soap.  She never even looked at 

me as she passed.  May would hold me there and I would cry a little sometimes.  

We used to listen May and I to Thomas in the other room.  I know I would think 

about him dying.  I would wish a little that he were dead.  But if I wished it I would 

cry.  May would cry too.  Then I would pretend I didn’t think it.  But I know that 

May thought it too.  We would always cry at the same time May and I.  Always the 

same time was as if we thought the same thing at the same time as if we shared a 

single thought.  May made my back wet and warm with her crying.   

 Thomas’s noises always sounded horrid to me coming from the dark.  

Thomas’s noises and Mother’s noises coming from the same room.  Thomas 

wheezing and Mother sobbing a little and saying “Calm, calm little boy”.  She 

always had a bowl of steam.  She always carried a bowl with steam rising from it to 

the room and a cloth.   
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 Thomas watched as I poked the dog with a stick.  He watched the eyes most 

of all, the eyes gone.  We watched the dog’s stomach go down.  Then we went to 

the forest.  I wanted to play prisoner and guard but Thomas would just stand and 

watch.  So I made shelter and made him lie down in it on the pine needles.  They 

were all sticky and brown.  I made him lie down and then I marched up and down 

with my stick like a gun.  He just watched me from the shelter.  I could see his eyes 

through the bracken.  He didn’t say anything he just laid there.  I got bored and 

went home.  He followed me like always, wheezing.  He kept putting his sticky 

fingers on me making my arm all sticky.  I just wished he would go away.  I saw May 

in the garden playing.  I wanted to play with her and for Thomas to leave me alone.  

Thomas went away and he never came back.  He was a funny colour when we found 

him.  He was a sort of blue.  He was all still, like a doll.  His eyes were open but he 

couldn’t see.  I couldn’t hear that wheezing anymore.  It was finished. 

 

 

May 
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I played in the garden when the rain stopped.  Mother always told me not to get my 

dress dirty but I always wanted to dirty my dresses.  I liked the dirt between my 

fingers.  I crunched the grains between my teeth.  The sun felt hottest mid 

afternoon and the flowers all swayed as the butterflies visited them.  Thomas 

watched the flowers he always liked the flowers although they made his chest bad.  

The boys played over by the stream and Byron found a dead dog, but I didn’t care.  

I played with my figures in the earth by the flowerbed.  My dolls all wore dresses 

with tiny patterns the material flowed not like my dresses but thick and heavy.  Not 

like real people made small, but like miniature people with clothes too heavy for 

them to wear.  I buried the dolls in the earth feet first.  Then I sat them and 

covered the legs, then the bodies.  Then I folded the soil over their heads and 

placed tiny stones above them.  I liked the earth on my hands, mother always 

shouted.  I liked the soil to foul my dresses and dirty my fingernails.  If I closed my 

mouth the grit would crunch.  I found it hard to find my dolls sometimes, if the 

pebbles were gone.  I wanted to lie under the ground amongst the roots and worms 

just like them.  When I found them the dolls always came out clean.  I looked on 

them like things from another world as though they had been to a place I could 

never go.  I wanted to ask them what it was like there.  Mother watched from the 

window like an owl blinking and frowning but she never told me to stop.  I cleaned 
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the dolls on my dress and took them to the lawn to play.  There they would stride 

through the grass stems like giants, but giants in heavy dresses.  I watched Byron 

and Thomas go into the woods by the stream but I didn’t want to go.   

 I could always feel Byron’s bones beneath his skin.  I held him tight when 

Thomas coughed.  Below the duvet I felt his bones shift under his pyjamas.  He 

would sob and I would sob, Thomas would cough and wheeze.  He sounded like an 

animal.  He sounded like drowning.  Byron smelt of bath soap.  I cried too.  Mother 

carried a soap bowl to Thomas; she never came to Byron and me.  The pillow was 

wet.  Byron’s pyjamas were wet between his shoulders.  Byron didn’t say anything 

when he found him.  He just sat there and played with Thomas watching him but 

not watching.  Thomas with his eyes open but not watching.  Watching like he 

always did when Byron played. 

 

 

Jane 

 

 

My son.  My youngest son. 
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Byron 

 

 

He lay there still like a doll.  His mouth was crusty with green.  His eyes seemed 

like things made from glass and he watched me as I sat down in the middle of the 

room.  He was so pale and his skin looked like dough.  I watched him for ages. He 

always stared.  I walked out but he didn’t follow.  So I stayed.  He just lay there 

watching, his eyes like marbles.  I wanted to shake him but I didn’t.  I started to 

play like I always did, with him watching.  He always watched me playing.  He 

wasn’t coughing.  I saw a fish and I jumped up to catch it.  Mother didn’t like us to 

stand on chairs to reach high places so I got a chair and pulled down the fish.  

Thomas watched but didn’t watch.  His eyes didn’t follow but he watched.  I 

showed him the fish and I played with it.  I told him to watch as I threw the fish to 

the high shelf.  He watched but didn’t watch.  His eyes were fixed so I only played 

within their range, not moving too far left or right.  When mother saw us she 

stopped our game and Thomas was dead.  Mother killed him.  She stopped our 

game.  She screamed and Thomas was dead not alive anymore. 
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Jane 

 

 

He was playing with him.  When I saw him there my son, my youngest son, he was 

playing with him as if he were alive.  But Thomas was dead and Byron just carried 

on playing as if he were alive. Thomas was dead, but I’ll never forget how he just sat 

there throwing that toy fish in front of him.  The sunlight was pouring through the 

curtains and Byron just sat there smiling and playing as if nothing had happened.  

My youngest son.  I sat by his side and waited. 

 

 

Byron 

 

 

I came through the door and into our room, hesitant, almost afraid as though I had 

a foretaste of what had happened.  There was silence in the room but birdsong 

beyond the windowpane.  The curtains were half drawn and an oblique shaft of 

mote filled light cut a pathway through the room augmenting the room with a 
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yellow hue but Thomas lay there in the shadow.  He lay there on the bed and 

seemed altricial and pale, like a flower that hasn’t had enough light, his eyes staring 

on at nothing.  I wanted this eyes to follow me but they didn’t.  I think he knew.  I 

think he could see me there in his half death.  Not quite dead still warm.  Perhaps 

there was something still there.  I played with him as though he were alive, perhaps 

to keep him there.  I felt as though I was falling, like in a dream slipping backwards.  

I wanted him to watch me play as he always did.  I showed him a fish from the 

bookshelf and brought it for him to see.  He just lay there not moving.  I think he 

still breathed.  I think he still breathed.  He looked on me with his gormless eyes 

and I looked back and laughed.  He looked so funny watching with those eyes not 

moving.  I think he still breathed.  Like a model of Thomas put there.   

 When Mother appeared she wailed and sent me out.  I heard her cry and 

scream from the other room.  She sobbed on the floor lacking any dignity.  She 

cursed May and me.  She screamed from our room like some horrific manifestation 

of grief, barbaric and cursed.  I didn’t know what to do but run.   

 I ran from the room and to May.  She sat in the garden unaware.  Thomas 

still living to her.  I now would cause his death as I spoke.  He was alive to her but 

my words would kill him for her.  She sat there digging beneath the willow.  Her 

dolls sat beneath the soil in strange and morbid aspects some upright and some 
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reclined and all matted with filth.  May’s dresses always came back dirty.  She sat 

amongst the flowers in the bed.  She regarded me with a strange fear as though she 

already knew what I was to say.  She watched me from below the willow in her sun 

dappled, mud-fouled dress.  Mother wailed within the house and a muffled cry 

went up from inside.  We sat and played quietly burying and reburying the dolls 

arranging their headstones with a strange and thoughtless diligence, a dull senseless 

drive beyond our own bodies, outside of them, a profound and palpable weight 

suddenly upon us.  A magnetism bringing us down closer to the earth until our 

bodies lay with the dolls, until we covered ourselves in the dark fecund soil and 

succumbed.  There we lay amongst the flowers hemmed by there swaying stems 

watching the butterflies in a ceaseless rhythmic toil, they fluttered like paper they 

swirled in torrents of coloured elements, dipping their tongues, uncoiling their 

tongues into the flowers, sipping the nectar.  May’s knees were grubby and 

scratched.  We listened to Mothers wailing and I stung my legs on a nettle.  We lay 

there a long time May and I, but I didn’t speak.  She allowed me to remain silent; 

she knew already what had happened but allowed the silence to grow.  The flowers 

buckled and snapped and a scented fluid stained our skin.  My legs stung and I sort 

out the nettles and brushed them against me, their tiny hairs, acid tang, squeezing 

their juices into my skin, my raised and reddened skin, and the bumpy pink area 
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spreading.  May lay supine and elegant against the green, her dress ruined, her eyes 

tight shut, her hair still against the commotion a split legged and naked doll in her 

hand.  Mothers sobbing decreased and then a silence ensued.  A garden silence 

where a person would say it was silent but the birds still sang and the farmers still 

gather in the hay.  May and I listened intently.  The sun slowly dipped and the 

green stems about us grew lucid green and a lambent green hue dappled us there 

beneath the willow tree.  We gathered our bodies and thoughts and rose slowly 

from the flowerbed.  We stood in silence holding hands and then ran to the woods 

together like thieves escaping a robbery.  The trees along the stream were hung 

with honeysuckle and the scent overpowered us as we crossed, not like a nice smell, 

but a noxious smell.  The sun cast a pale light throughout trees and through the 

leaves, insects swayed within the filaments of soft light that fell through the canopy.  

We ran through the woods in a thoughtless fleeing commotion.  The woods held 

within them a quiet serenity and we two found ourselves held tight within a 

preservation of time, moving neither forward or back.  The woodlands darkened as 

we ran but we did not heed the shadows or the insects, the nettles and brambles 

lashed our legs and our bodies.  We flushed rabbits and foxes from their dark and 

reticulate holes and they scampered away in startled and nervous footsteps.  
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 As night fell I saw the pale detailed face of the moon travel skyward through 

the scantling trees, it’s light standing in stark and quivering increase against the tree 

limbs.  The shadows that stretched towards us did so like the horrific pillars of some 

black temple, shifting and accumulating in a stark consumption of the Earth’s 

surface, swallowing the birds and insects alike and we two running on through that 

intense and staggering darkness like two elements passing before the face of a black 

and seamless enormity.  There we hid we two, sepulchred within the forest, 

trembling within the hollows of the creaking trees, together, unable and unwilling 

to return.  As emotionless as stones we two sat beneath the darkened arches of a 

tree root.  We shivered together as the forest groaned and whispered to us.  It’s 

black predacious shadows as immense and formless as blindness.  I could not see 

her there but I could feel her there.  We two together, as though we shared the 

same wooden amnion like twins implanted beneath the tree like seeds ploughed 

into the hallowed earth.         

 

 

May 
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Byron never said it in words.  He dared not speak.  But instead he allowed the 

silence to grow.  In turn my own harried and fictive imaginings took command of 

my mind and I found myself unable to speak.  My voice receded below my throat 

and the muscles swelled until my voice was gone walled up within me stuck in my 

throat like half chewed food.  So there I sat voiceless, inarticulate and impotent to 

express my feelings, watching Byron watch me.  He seemed unfamiliar to me then, 

tapping his fingers on his legs, swaying in some wordless recondite grief.  I heard 

mothers wailing from inside and I felt I knew what had happened.  I felt it enter 

me, a sudden and total alteration.  He too seemed like some altered person, an 

anonymous Byron standing there without precedence, disconnected and tether-less 

with an expression I did not recognise.  Byron sank to the soil and began to play in 

the flowerbed tossing and re-tossing the soil.  I lay in the flowers and closed my 

eyes.  Ticking, clicking insects.  Greenery, juices, tears, that rubbery slippery feeling 

of the broken flower stems on my skin.  The silence between us was unbearable, 

but I perhaps wanted the silence.  I could bear the silence but not what was to 

follow.  It grew between us, impenetrable and endless.  When Byron took my hand 

and led me from the flowerbed it came as a relief, the broken wordlessness of that 

moment could have stretched on but he broke it with action, it passed into memory 
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as we two rose and ran hand in hand towards the forest.  The woodland passed 

beneath our feet.  I remember nothing of that night.   

 

 

Byron 

 

 

We ran through the trees May and I.  I was afraid.  Mother always told us not to 

play in the forest at night.  I don’t know why we went there.  I just wanted to run 

and feel the pine needles beneath my feet.  My arm was still sticky with Thomas’s 

finger marks.  May was silent.  I wanted her to talk to break the silence but she 

didn’t.  We were frightened.  We saw foxes and rabbits.  The pine needles felt 

course and spongy beneath my feet.  Our clothes were ruined.  May’s dress was 

tattered at the hem.  We ran and ran.  We found a nook to hide in and we slumped 

together in the darkness.  May slept and I kept guard.  She was breathing against 

me.  Thomas wasn’t breathing.  Where was he, with mother, or not?  The trees 

smelt wet and rotten and May slept.  The moon was big and I could hear owls 

hooting amongst the trees.  Could Thomas see me now?  It was dark but I couldn’t 

hear Thomas breathing there in the darkness only May.  May was breathing loudly 
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but not laboured.  May was ok in my arms.  May was safe and breathing, her eyes 

were shut.  Thomas’s eyes were open but he didn’t see anything.  What did he see?  

Could he see me playing?  He always watched me playing?  He never joined in.  He 

wasn’t going to move now.  An understanding.  He had    .    nothing more   . 

 

 

May 

 

When I woke the woodland was bright.  Byron was always afraid of the dark.  Byron 

did not speak.  He had not slept.  His eyes were red with tears.  We two moved in a 

vacuum our ears seemed to ring with it.  We huddled as we ran hands over hands 

shoulders jostling.  The trees thickened and then dissipated.  Though Thomas did 

not move our stomachs growled with hunger and our lungs pulled at the humid air 

like animals drowning in a stream.  My dress turned in tatters about my muddied 

legs.  In time we came to a road and pushing through the brambles there we sat in 

ragged dishevelment by the roadside.  Unsure of our reasons, not really thinking 

anything not really feeling anything but doing something, like a force unknown, 

driving us we moved onwards like things hollow and thoughtless, somatic yet still 

with the appearance of thought, like two china dolls discarded by the roadside.  My 
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knees were red and lined with a lattice of scratches Byron’s were brown and his face 

was creased and caulked with filth.  In time a man pulled up and we entered his car 

without thinking lacking all thought of destiny or provenance.  He was a kind 

looking portly man.  He asked where we’d come from and where we were going.  

We sat in silence and he looked on us worriedly.  We travelled with him mute as 

figurines our bone white pale hands clasped together.  The man clucked and 

worried all the way, shaking his head and muttering his concern.   

 

 

Thomas 

 

 

They left me to my slow silent decay in mother’s arms.  Her weeping and me 

staring forward swaddled within my soiled sheets.  Where they went I didn’t follow, 

I myself had departed and my mother now given over to hysteria.  A darkness 

descending, a shadow shape moving, black and formless and levitating above 

mothers head.   
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Byron 

 

I did not know the hour I did not know the day.  May was silent and the roadside 

stretched either side of us, black and shiny and new, sticky even and bitter smelling.  

Sticky as the finger marks on my arm.  The fluff coated finger marks in sap on my 

shoulder.  The man stopped and he was fat and his fingers looked like those of a 

bears or an ogre.  May held my hands in hers.  I didn’t know who was leading who?  

Mother must have been worried, or maybe not?  May trembled and I trembled we 

trembled but we didn’t cry. 

 The flames had licked higher and higher.  The wood paint had blistered and 

the edges had darkened.  The ceiling was black and formless and darkness 

descended. 

 

 

Byron 

 

 

We held each other close as the car swept along the road.  The tyres peeled over 

the newly laid asphalt and we seemed to glide, May and I joined, our hands 
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wringing, pale skin and knuckles white against the joints.  We were as bone and 

flesh made animate suspended there together.  The man offered us a paper 

wrapped sandwich from his satchel; mustard stained the edges and the ham flapped 

as he wafted it to us.  I felt a rush and as I opened the door the man stopped the car 

and I vomited onto the tarmac a little, but mostly I just heaved.  He watched from 

the car with eyebrows furrowed smiling a little.  May just stared forwards.  A 

gathering of sparrows left the road as I turned to view them.  As I heaved some 

more the car rumbled and a grey plume emanated from the back of the car growing 

and darkening, swelling and gathering like it had against the ceiling.  The spirant 

trees fanned the earth from here to there and I watched again as the sparrows re-

joined the tarmac.  The man coughed politely before talking.   

“You ok sonny?”  My heaving over I stepped back inside without talking.  The man 

continued as I shut the door and no one spoke as we went along the tree-lined road.  

May and I held each other’s hands tightly again and the man did not look at us for a 

long time as though afraid or strangely extraneous within his own car.  He reached 

for his cigarettes as the sun dipped and the sky reddened and as he struck the 

match I felt my stomach heave again.  The pale fog that hung there so delicately 

seemed like some apparition or some veil pulled over the world a dimming of the 

horizon.  The match smoke resonated within me, like a pollutant, poisoning and 
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clouding and growing in influence.  I heaved in silence, only May noticed and her 

thinly stretched skin glowed white across the bone.  She gathered up the sandwich 

and began to eat it with a sort of detached determination, her chin turning like a 

cows, chewing slowly then swallowing, a dry thick swallow that caused the man to 

turn and look.  I retched as I heard her swallow but again he did not notice.  May 

noticed but did not flinch.  She just stared forwards resolute and chewing and 

swallowing.  Like this we journeyed and the man seemed not to understand these 

two strange waifs sitting silently in the car.  He dabbed at his brow intermittently 

and I watched as he pulled the cloth from his tight brown trousers and his stomach 

strained against the buttons.  Each time he dabbed his brow a little sound of 

confusion emanated from him.  May stared forward in silence her eyes glassy and 

barely moving, her jaw moving and the sandwich slowly disappearing.  The car 

jostled and bumped along the road and the motion of it swaying and creaking sent 

me into a sleepy but harried state.  Through fear and acrimony I travelled, May at 

my side as resolute as iron.  My mind ill at ease and my body not yet understanding 

my mind like two separate and distinct things living at once in the same body.  The 

man would talk intermittently yet neither of us would answer his questions which 

had about them that strange lapidary quality of a homespun truth or statement.  

Our wisdom now beyond his, our experience beyond his understanding.  May’s 
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knees rubbed together the lattice of scratches dissecting and bleeding in small lines, 

her tattered skirt hem barely covering them.  I can see now that May now travelled 

apart from me, her mind separate from the body.  The body with me yet strangely 

separate also, we two divergent yet inseparable from that moment on.  But at the 

time she was all I could rely on so I saw her as I needed to.  As we all see things the 

way we need to.   

 

 

Jane 

 

 

We two now mingled together our essence in clouds and dust our decay solidified 

in a rapturous and indifferent flame.  An ashen, choking cloud, aspiring 

heavenward.  My son and I formless and intermingled with the elements 

transcending the earthly boundary and becoming one within the clouds, our bodies 

becoming one and the same forever.  A hissing and impartial rain will cool our 

embers, solidify the mud and bake the earth of our grave.  Grey/white bone and 

calcium now mingled with the ash of timber and paper, then melded with the dirt, 

silken smoothly slick with rain, elemental and ashen.  Together in the sky.     
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May 

 

 

 

We two took our leave of the man and he with some relief pulled to the roadside 

and we disembarked.  We thanked him greatly for his help and he with some 

confusion and a little protest asked us to re-enter the car so that he might take us a 

little further along the road to some form of civilisation.  We thanked him and he 

closed the door and disappeared down the road.   

 Byron and I never once removed our hands from one anothers grasp, as we 

set forth into the darkened woods that rustled and hissed in the evening air.  We 

entered that strange and permanent darkness that exists below a forest of pine.  The 

trees releasing oddly resonant creaks and groans.  We two children entered that 

darkness alone side for one another.  Byron now was weary and his body became 

limp and useless.  He was hungry and thirsty unable to take sustenance and I held 

to him not allowing him to drop to the ground.  He the orchestrator of our isolation.  

 With my breath pluming before me in the cooling air I lifted him across the 
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ditch and we stumbled into the densely carpeted pine forest.  I lent him against a 

tree and though he fought with me I forced him to eat the last of the sandwich I 

had taken from the man.  Byron took to sobbing and as I pushed the mustard 

stained bread into his mouth he gagged and retched his eyes filling his bawling 

muffled by the food I held in his mouth.  Though he fought weakly with me I held 

his jaw shut and eventually he swallowed.  Two days he had not eaten and though 

he sobbed and retched a little he held it down.   

 The darkness came quickly and though I knew that he would wail and sob I 

took a match from the top pocket of his trousers and discarding the used match I 

struck another and held it to a pile of twigs and needles I’d gathered together.  

Byron did not wail but instead lay against the tree in silence peering out of the 

pines and towards the road a wan and hollow look upon his face, an expression I 

had not seen before a lack of any expression maybe?  He always hated the darkness 

but the darkness always came.  The darkness now contained no sounds of Thomas 

or mother tending to him but of creatures, an owl swooping on unsuspecting rabbit 

or a fox crunching the still warm bones of some other creature. 

 Through the night Byron whimpered and I tended to the fire.  He slept 

curled upon the pine needles like some aborted creature twitching, his outer edges 

illuminated by the firelight.   
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 As Bryon slept I took a moment to clean my knees.  I walked toward the 

ditch we had crossed and ripped away a strap of material from my dress.  The night 

was cool and as I moved away from the firelight I felt its coldness.  I dabbed the 

strap of material in the ditch-water and applied it to my bloodied and dirtied knees.  

With a little rubbing the dirt came away but the blood smeared all the more across 

my knees and on to my thigh.  I dipped the cloth into the ditch-water and tried to 

clean away the blood.  Eventually it went and I watched as my thighs glistened in 

the moonlight.  Along the ditch drainage culverts carried water from the roadside 

and they trickled melodiously into the brown waters.  The ditch was lined either 

side by weeds and vines tumbling one over the other and I watched as a car 

travelled from beyond the bend and on past me and as it passed it’s windows lit up 

like a magic box for the second it passed.  Inside a young girl with eyes wide and 

searching, hands flat against the window pain peered out and saw me there 

illuminated amongst the weeds.  For the second she passed our eyes met and hers 

widened as though perhaps she had seen a ghostly image of herself there alone in 

the wilderness.  I watched the red glow of the taillights recede to nothing and sat in 

silence pulling at the long grass by the ditch.  The green stems passed through my 

fingers and I pulled one of my dolls out of my pocket.  I pulled up a flap of grass 

and placed my doll beneath it resting it as comfortingly as I could into the black raw 
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earth.  Then I patted it down and then returned to the fireside.  Though I intended 

to collect the doll in the morning I forgot. 

 When morning came it came with a startling brightness and Byron seemed 

unwilling to wake.  It took me a long time to shake him awake.  When at last he did 

his eyes opened suddenly and then closed again, the corners creasing and his smile 

fading.   

 Byron never fought with me; he only ever fought with Thomas.  But even 

then he usually gave in easily.  He once took a pair of scissors to Thomas’s hair and 

trimmed it to the scalp.  Thomas didn’t care, he just sat there like an old man at a 

hairdressers.  Thomas always loved to be involved.  As Byron snipped he caught 

Thomas’s scalp and when mother came blood ran I little rivulets all down his face as 

though he wore a crown of thorns, but he smiled at mother all the same.  Mother 

was not happy, but Thomas just smiled as Byron was whipped out of the room and 

sent to his bed.  Mother was angry and turned on Thomas too but as soon as she did 

his wheezing started and she stopped and coddled him.  Then she bought him the 

bowl of water and the bowl of steam.  She mopped away his blood and held his 

head over the water until the wheezing stopped.  But Byron was still crying from his 

whipping long after Thomas had stopped wheezing. 
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 He cried now too.  Though the sun warmed the earth and the trees about 

him glowed with a distinct golden hue he wept for things now gone.  The morning 

dew that had collected in small pools within the folds of his clothing scintillated as 

he shook with grief and remorse.  I watched him with that suspicious glare of a 

person unable to join another in their chosen emotion.  My stomach growled and I 

thirsted for home and warmth.  I wandered off someway from him and surveyed 

the surrounding farmland and pinewoods that surrounded us.  A small homestead 

sat in a state of decline some way away along a fence that started from the edge of 

the pines.  Between the pines and the farm lay a newly ploughed field that humped 

in dark brown ruts of folded earth.    

 Later that day I stole some eggs from the farm but having nowhere to cook 

them I ended up throwing them away.  When night came Byron still lay catatonic 

amongst the decay of the forest floor.   

 I watched a fox pass along the drainage ditch low to the ground.  It followed 

my route to the farm, along the fence-line and through a hole in the mesh.  I 

followed it with my eyes it passed stealthily along the mesh and through to the 

chicken’s shed.  Even from so far a distance I could here the clamour of the 

chickens.  The din of the rivalrous squawks travelled through the pines, the echo 

lasting longer than the final chickens calls.  Then I watched as the fox re-emerged 
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from the black silence mouth of the shed with the white corpses of the chickens.  It 

carried them two at a time until it had carried their headless bodies away to secrete 

them away for future use.  Though it did so stealthily I followed it to one such 

hiding place and when it returned to the shed I dug up the freshly interned corpse 

of one of the chickens.  I wanted to eat the bird but I couldn’t figure out how to 

remove the feathers.  Its skin was bloodied and foul and a reeking yellow slime 

stained the feathers around its rear end.  It smelled of sick.  It was still warm in my 

hands.  The fox’s teeth mark punctured the blood-stained flesh.  My fingers came 

away ruddy and creased with the warm blood.  I disturbed the fox and he ran to 

cover leaving the rest of the chickens for the farmer to find.  The head of the 

chicken flopped backwards and forwards.  I returned it to the ground.  I covered it 

with a mound of pine needles and dirt and left it there to decay.   

 My brother still wept.  He only wept the second day not the first.  Like he 

could choose a path only once and then once chosen could not deviate.  I fed him 

water from a puddle collected in a tree stump.  I had some too.  It tasted mossy.  

The trees gained incrementally in shadow and a low and distant emanation of a faint 

and barely audible whisper began.  The pines hissed and I saw a fly walk across my 

brother’s cheek he did not react.  He stared towards the patch of sky where the sun 

once was as though he might be able to imagine it there still.  His face took on the 
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blankness of a crazy person or a simpleton.  I watched him blinking.  I watched him 

breathing.  His breath came slowly.   

 I was hungry and thirsty so I went again towards the farmhouse along the 

fence and through the mesh.  I crept over to a lean-to iron shed constructed of 

mottled and holey iron sheets.  Rabbits hopped about in the edges of the darkness 

and an owl passed overhead just out of sight of the light from one of the windows.  I 

peered back towards the forest to where my brother lay.  The forest stood in stark 

and jagged blackness against the sky and I could hardly believe that my brother lay 

there alone.  I knew that he might die there unless he could overcome his grief.  So 

I dedicated my efforts to him and I knew that he might survive if I could help him.  

 I opened the door of the lean-to and entered that black dusty room.  It 

smelled of rust and turps.  I found a stack of candles and an old tin of beans upon a 

shelf and I placed them in my dress pocket.  As my eyes penetrated the darkness I 

saw also a kitchen knife caked in mould and an old rusted pan.  As I left the lean-to 

I heard the fox bark in the distance it’s howl terrifyingly human.  Inside the 

farmhouse a man sat beside a fire and as I peered through the window I saw him 

drink and curse his cat as it passed by his feet.  He kicked at it and I heard it 

screech.  I backed away from the window so that he would not see me.  He sat 

there within the glow of his fire his breath hanging before him in plumes.  The 
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room he dwelled in seemed colder even than the outside air.  The night sky hung in 

palpable proximity to me it’s stars almost within touching distance the pale glow of 

those bright points as close and permanent to me as the trees of the grass. I passed 

through the mesh and along the fence back to my brother.   

	  


